Whipper Snippers
Volunteer Information Package

This Whipper Snippers program is a proactive approach to helping those who would benefit
from assistance with lawn care.
This program matches individuals or groups of volunteers with a resident in need of lawn care. This support
provides peace of mind through the summer season.
This program is a fun & healthy opportunity for citizens of all ages to enjoy the outdoors while making a
personal contribution to improving the quality of life of a community member. The Whipper Snippers
program fosters a sense of ownership and goodwill, encourages civic responsibility, pride in the community &
builds appreciation and connection between citizens of all ages.

Studies have shown that when citizens actively work together for each other, crime decreases, health
improves, resources can be redistributed and quality of life becomes better for all.

Family and Community Support Services
780.992.6267
FCSSinfo@fortsask.ca

Whipper Snippers
Information for Volunteers
How does the Whipper Snippers Program work?
Whipper Snippers is a volunteer service program where individuals, organizations, businesses, families, and
groups can commit to assisting with yard work for local residents.
Interested volunteers can contact us and be matched with a resident(s) in need of assistance in their
neighbourhood. The volunteer is committed to the same resident(s) throughout the campaign but may assist
more than one person, if desired. You may also choose to be a casual volunteer if you are not able to commit to
the entire season.

Why Volunteer?
The Whipper Snippers Program is a proactive approach to helping those who have difficulty or no capable
means to maintaining their yards. Residents who are in need of support and help will have resources in place in
advance which provides peace of mind.
The program is also a fun and healthy opportunity for citizens of all ages to enjoy the outdoors while making a
personal contribution to improving the quality of life of another in need. The Whipper Snippers Program fosters
a sense of ownership and goodwill, encourages civic responsibility and pride in the community and builds
appreciation and connection between citizens of all ages.

What yard maintenance tasks are included in this volunteer position?
The minimum requirement for volunteering to be a Whipper Snipper is mowing the grass. It is the volunteer’s
decision if they would like to offer help with other yard maintenance tasks that the resident may request.
Some acceptable tasks include: trimming grass, raking leaves, weeding
Volunteers do not provide larger yard work jobs, such as, aerating, trimming of trees, shrubs, or bushes. This
would be the responsibility of the resident to hire a reputable landscaping company to provide more extensive
yard work.

What do I need to get involved?
A desire to help a person in need. Volunteers will use the resident’s lawn mower and any other yard equipment
belonging to the resident, if applicable.

Whipper Snippers
How long is the commitment and what if I have vacations planned?
The nature of the program is to provide a resident in need with a regular service until the end of the season. We will
make sure that everyone who wants to help gets paired with a resident in need, even if it is only a one-time commitment. If you will be away, please notify the Program Coordinator of any dates that you are not available so that we can
attempt to find another volunteer to help while you are away.

Can I accept tips?
We do not encourage this practice. Since the program is a volunteer-based initiative, we do not want to set any precedent that a fee or regular financial reward is associated with the effective delivery of the service. Volunteers should
not accept payment or give anything over and above the yard maintenance service. Call us immediately with any
concerns that may arise.

Do you screen the volunteers?
All volunteers must complete an application form and a criminal record check prior to being put on the list. Once the
application forms have been completed and approved, the Program Coordinator will send you a letter that must be
brought with you to the RCMP Detachment in order to have the criminal record check fee waived.

How do I get involved?
Visit fortsask.ca/volunteer or call 780-992-6267 for more information or to apply.

